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The remaining tickets for
the March 1 Gene RPd·
denberrv. lecture will go on
sale today, 10:30, at the SUB
boxoffice. There are a.bout
70 tickets for the 7 p.m.
show and 180 tickets for lhe
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TrendS-~in Societ

Parents Blamed
.Low ACT Scores
~_)

~

By Sandi Bickel
Low income and ethnic backgrounds, originally blamed for Jow
ACT scores in New Mexico, are not responsible for their drastic
decline, said William Huber,-dean ofthc University College.
There are several reasons for the decline, most relating to home
life, parents and trends in society. One thing is definite, it didn't happen overnight.
"It started with the Depression," he said. Parents wanted to ~ivc
their children the things they never had. They didn't want their
children to have to work like they did. They wanted to make life
easier.
.
.. -~fi.,,
"Let's take a look at 1950 com·. · \
pared to 1976," Huber said.
"Usually, the husband worked,
while the mother stayed at home.
There was a much smaller per~
centage of both working. Today
the percentage has increased
dramatically. Children are .sent
to day-care centers, friends or
relatives for the day. After work
the parents pick up the children
and take them home.''
After being away fi·om ''Mommy· and Daddy" all day, Huber
sa~d, the children, ever the "twoor three-year-olds, want to "chit-

Crappie Pof!d
The home for our finny friends (pronounced Crop'pee) is
almost full. Fraternity initiations, Anyone?
.•

... ~ ·;,S.!'!1enrs 1-Jeed Revt!at:_.RJi~"7;.. . . ~... .:~=~. ,. ,~;:~,.;••,.J~···;···· . . . . . . .--.. . . ._....:.taPUt~·t:::;;.,_Jong,d4~,a~·the
of-.~
fice, he said, the parents are
0
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A&S _Studies Honors Programs sent
~:th~r:rs:
~~~ ;:;Jre~
to the rumpus room to watch
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vantages of belonging to the
ByJoLopez
The College of Arts and Scien- progra.m is "its stimulating
ces Honors Programs Ad Hoc faculty" or "its interdisciplinary
Committee has undertaken a - emphasis".
All those students polled had
study of the departmental honors
at
least . a 3.0 grade point
programs avaiJable to students,
average,
McNamera said. Thirty
and the General Hon~rs
were
seniors,
the rest were
Program.
. ; Three surveys are part of the juniors. Twenty-four were
· ·evaluation of the University's females, ·16 were males. Most
·honors programs, the results of students revealed in the survey
two of these having been
released. Committee chairman
and Assoeiate Dean Chris Garcia
said the surveys were taken to
find out "what is or isn't being
done for Arts and Sciences
By Terry England
students, and what might be ·
The UNM Data Processing
done."
.
·
has been using the Computing
Garcia said the '.'general Center since last fall but dire.cfeeling. is that ·not enough is . tors of both places say that it
being done for the academically· does not cut into available time
·talented student.'' He pointed for students.
.
out the recent· moves ,by UNM
The UNM Computing Center'
President William Davis to (UNMCC) computer . is used
provide presidential scholarships mainly as an instructional tool
to academically-endowed studen- and several departments use it
ts as part of .this new mood.
for research projects. ·The l>ata
He said there is 'a need to fur- Processing (DP) eomputer is
ther motivate or reward these used to keep· records of the
studen~s,. especiaiJy t~e. fresh- u..iversity.
·Louis Leurig, director of Data
men, smce the Umvers1ty wants
.to keep them here.
. . . . . " Processing, said his department
One. survey. w.as taken of, a · uses UNMCC's computer mostly
sampl!ng . of JUlllor and semor at night. "We can't keep up on
students m ~he. Ge~~ral. Honors the eguipment we ha.ve,., he said.
Program th1s semester. There "They tell me ne.xt door the im·
were 40 responses to. the poll. pa.ct on student user time has
Not all General Honors students been minimal. We bring our jobs
were. polled,. and there are_ ap- over like anyone else.h
pro:inmately 175 students of ·all
.
. . .
. . . .
classes in the program.
.
Jim Dowe, ~ssoctate director
. This survey, conducted by Pat ·of the Comput~ng Cen~er," Gen~
McNamer a, assistant sociology erally agreed. wtth Leur1g •.. T~ey
professor, revealed that most will be runnmg a.t n1ght d~rmg
students are satisfied with the the time we are shut d~wn. The
program, and the main ad· UNMCC shuts down completely

that they found out about the television where they are out of
Dean William Huber
General Honors Program theirparents'hair.
.
through another student or sear· · b
d k. 'd · 1·1·
•
1·
·
ched it out on their own. Garcia
Commumcat1on etween parents an I s m a senses IS a earnmg
said others received a "recom- experience. Watehing television doesn't make you think, conversation
does, he said.
mendation or suggestion about it . ''We go home and watch the tube," Huber said .. "We don't even read
from a faculty member .. , while the newspapers." The emphasis has not been on reading for years.
others "just happened to come The teachers who are now teaching grade school students are producacrosJ; it in the catalogue or a ts of the post-Depression era. Their personal habits are reflected in
bulletin board, etc."
their teaching habits.
!Continued on page 71

(Continued on page C)

Student Compute·r-Use Time Stabil.izes
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m1ss1ons... and Record~, the
Registration Center and the
Cashier's Office. l>uring the day
each section will use their
Dowe said the CPU (central machine to do the necessary
processing upit) isn',t being:used work, then at nigh~ transfer the
to capacity, which allows DP to information to the main comuse the unit when they need it.
puter."Thi~ will allow quicker ac·
. . ·p
. . . ·b'·h' d: •
cess fo records tor ad.Data rocessmg IS . e m . m
~ • t · t' .
d
ease
·an
some work and_;. Leu rig said . mi;I~ r!l g1 ~P
. .
L_ibrary. Pr~ces.!iilg ·'i$ ,way . pr. cessm •
behind. Regis.tration comes ~irst
,;MOI:e personnelwlll have.to be
alon'g with other things, .like hll'ed m both places to handle the
·
work, and many of ~he CC.people
grades and collegtflists.
have worked overtime domg DP
Both Dowe and Leurig.see,the work. but Dowe said DP paid for
eventual combination of DP artd it.
UNMCC systems. The process
"So far we haven•t had any real
h·as already started, with more · problem," l.Jeurig said. "We will
plans set for the future. New centralize the technical staff and
·equipment that will be added to some of the equipment, which
the CC computer has been will save money.''
·
bought, and some of it is ready to
"DP ~ould 'have bought a 65
be connected. The equipment will (IBM model 65 ·computer the
increase the 'capacity of the CC
sante as the CC's) and staffed it
computer, and will allow im~ · thernselves,"Dowe
said. "By hot
provements in the DP system.
buying it and and staffing it they
One area Leurig talked about are saving the University at least
half·million
dollars.
was the use of 1'mini-computers•• a
!Continued on page 6)
which will be located at Ad~
haven't looked at what's going on
here," said Dowe. "ILthey did,
they wouldn't be so upset.'' .

Louis Leurig

at midnight and opens at 7 a.m.,
Dowe said •
Both men agree that student
time is not being cut back, contrary to rumors circulating
around campus. "Alot of people

•
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~Tennessee Bank Goes Insolvent
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CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
(UPIJ-lt may have. been the
third largest bank failure in the
United States, but customers of
what was once Hamilton National
Bank didn't seem to take much
notice.
If you were a Hamilton
customer and went to the bank at
9 a.m. Tuesday, the same tellers
greeted you. Your printed che. cks
and depos'it slips were accepted
with a smile and only the name
over the door . was dif-

fe rent- First Ten nes:s·ee
National Bank.
The day after the sale of the
foundered Hamilton National
Bank to First Tennessee
National Corp. ·was a "business
as usual" banking day, said John
P. Dulin, president of the new in·
stitution,
Hamilton was declared insolvent Monday and government
officials moved in immediately to
take posseseioli of the institution
and oversee the sale of its assets

i American Bar Change
p..

Authorizes More Ads

and liabilities to the Memphisb!lsed holding company.
"It's been a very calm, easy,
positive day. There were no long
line::> at the teller windows, no
one waiting to get inside when
t~e doors opened. Everything
has gone quite smoothly and
we're very pleased.'' Dunlin said.
The bank will launch a corporate identity and advertising
campaign "in the near future, but
not as an emergency situation,
particularly since customer
response so far has been
po$itive," he said.
First Tennessee National paid
$16,251,000 for the Chattanooga
bank. The deal went through
Monday within an hour of the announcement that the bank was
insolvent and had been placed 'in
receivership of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC)
The FDIC said it had known of
Hamilton Chattanooga's financial
troubles since 1974 when
problems relating to real estate
loans appeared in a routine bank
exi>,mination conducted by the
U.S. c~mptroller of the currency.
An army of 150 FDIC agents
spread out Monday afternoon
through the bank's operations
center, its warehouse and 23
branches, counting cash and
tallying assets.
The FDIC, which insures bank
deposits up to $40,000, took over
the Hamilton loans that were
most questionable, leaving the
"good" loans and assets to the .
new owners.
The Chattanooga bank was the
largest in a chain of 11 owned by

PHILADELPHIA (UPIJ-The American Bar Association (ABA)
Tuesday for the first time in its history authorized lawyers to advertise limited price and other information in the Yellow Pages of the
telephone book. .
The change in the ABA canon of ethics, first passed in 1908, left in
doubt whether lawyers could cooperate with consumer ·groups
publishing a directory of servic~s and charges, the subject of a law
suit by Consumers Union pending in federal court in Virginia.'
But on a voice vote, after three hours of debate, the canon was
changed to permit publication of a lawyer's standard fee for an initial
consultation in the Yellow Pages of the telephone book and in
"reputable law lists or legal directories."
Lawyers were also allowed to advertise their office hours, legal
education, credit terms and fields of concentration.
The action came in response to a Supreme Court ruling last June
removing antitrust protection from the legal profession.
Ironically, the Reuben H. Donnelly Co., publishers of the Yellow
Pages in much of the nation, said it does not accept specific price advertising. Presumably, the same restriction would apply to legal advertising. Other information such as credit terms could be advertised.
Changes approved by the 340 member house of delegates must be
considered separately by state bar associations before they are effective. State bars are free to accept or reject the national ABA's
.
•
c
recommendations,
Left unclear was whether lawyers ethically could cooperate wi'th Hamilton Bancsharcs. Neither
organizations such as Consumer Union in publishing directories the holding company nor its
which are not approved by local or state bar associations.
.other 10 banks were affected by
An amendment introduced by Texas delegate Leroy Jeffers, a 1977 the bank's failure. Shareholders
candidate for ABA president, deleted specific authorization for in the bank, however, took a
publication of consultant fees by "bonafide consumers' bath. The stock is now virtually
organizations." The amendment was approved 153 to 118.
worthless.
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By U,qited Press International
WASHINGTON- A nationwide federal study said Tuesday the
cheap and easily hidden "Saturday night special" was used 45 per
cent of the times a gun was involved in street crimes.
·
· Director Rex Davis of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms said the agency's 16.city study showed that the cost and
easily concealed nature of the gun were prime reasons for its
frequent use.
·
At the eame time the report was made public, the house
judiciary committee voted. down two national handgun
registration proposals,

.Kissinger On Latin America
CARABALLED·A, Venezuela-Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger reassured Latin America Tuesday of its special place in
Washington's foreign policy and proposed a six-point program
seeking to increase economic cooperation and lessen political frictions.
"It is time that all of us in the hemisphere put aside slogans and
turn from rhetoric to resolve," Kissinger ~aid in a major policy
speech.
·

IRA Bombs Belfast ·
BELFAST, Northern Ireland-IRA bombers blew up two
department stores in downtown Belfast Tuesday, igniting blazes
that threatened an entire city block.
'
The explosions occurred as the body of IRA hunger striker
Frank St11gg was taken from Wakefield in northern England by
road to begin its journey to county Mayo in the west of Ireland
where the IRA promised him a hero' a burial next weekend.

Mercenaries Turn Back
LONDON-A group of Angola-bound mercenaries, including
an American. Vietnam veteran, returned to London Tuesday complaining that they were never paid and never heard a shot fired in
anger.
The soldiers of fortune were among a group who left London
over the past weekend to join the western-backed forces now in
retreat before the victorious Soviet-supplied Popular Movement
'
·
for tbe Liberation' of,:Angola.
The mercenaries were stopped at the airport of Kin:;hasa in
neighboring Zaire, where President Sese Seku Mobutu has imposed a ban against any more foreign !nercenaries passing
through his country to the Angola front.
After brief questioning
Scotland Yard at Heathrow Airport
the mercenaries returning
were allowed to free.

••;- '
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Literary Ambitions Fill
L'ife of Writing Teacher

By Linda Vozar·
L e s lie Silk o is a Native
American currently teaching
creative writing in t.he English
Department. She recently
received national recognition in
the N. Y. Times Book Review for
the best short stories in 1975.
Her works have appeared in Martha Foley's "200 Years of Great
American Short Stories "
"Chicago Review," ''Redbo;k
Magazine," "The Man To Send
Rainclouds," and she is soon to
complete her new novel
"Ceremony," which she hopes t~
have ready by December '76.
. ;Leslie .Silko's literary ambitions have filled most of her·
life.
"I can remember being in the
second grade at Laguna day
school and a visitor asked me
what I wanted to be when I grew
up. I told him I wanted to be a
playwright-he was shocked by
the fact that I even knew what
one was.:'
"I think the incident 'that
finally pushed me into writing
professionally was when I got a
one thou.sand dollar grant from
the National Association for the
Endowment of the Arts on the
basis of my fiction. I was in Jaw .
school at the time, and getting a
grant was a sign to me that I
mig-ht be able to make a go of it.
"I left law school in good standing because I still wasn't' sure
what was going to happen to my
fiction. If I had t.o do something
~hat wa.sn't connected
with
writing, I'd want to be involved
in law."
Silko feels that her childhood
influences at Laguna had a major
influence on·her writing, not simply in her choice of subjects, but

Cheap Guns Used in Streets

~ ~,·_-

Leslie Silko
in the use" of the language in
print.
"Now that I look back, I think
the greatest influence on me was
growing up in Laguna where
everyone has a high regard for
the spoken word.· When the
people at Laguna get together,
they take great delight in telling
stories-not simply telling you
what happened Saturday night,
but by beginning on Thursday·
morning and giving you the
whole atmosphere.
"It's a different way of looking
at things and I think if you grow
up like that you learn to look at
life and. you begin to see stories
in everything around you.
'~My favorite short story
Writ!'rs- · '!t:q·~l"I.P:n,noi';Y• O'Connor •
and Luis· Borges. I combine:
growing up at Laguna with my
knowledge of established
authors."
Many of Silko's short stories ~
refle.ct her Laguna heritage.

The Biggest Selection
Ever in New Mexico

"Yellow Woman'' and ''Tony's
Story" were both based on oral
traditions, but Silko uses her
own talents to shape the stories .
"I use the skeleton of those
oral stories for a foundation,"
said Silko, ''but it is never a
literal translation. What I heard
about "Tony'o Rt.ory" as a child is
very different from what I wroto.
"And if you were to hear
stories about the Yellow Woman
they would be very different·
from what I wrote. It's a feeling
that underlies the story. It's not
doing what anthropologist~;> like
to do-take the myth from the
way people tell it and then try to
put the equivalent down in
English." .
Silko's recent successes as a
literary lion have not seriously
affected her relationship with the
tradition that she draws on in her
work-the Laguna pueblo.
"The people at Laguna are
(ContinuecrOn page 7)
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Every Guitar Listed In Stock
February 12, 1976

All On Sale
Pimental
Music Center
Your~ltar

Headquarters

Rieken backer
4001 Stereo Bass

Guild
F212XL - F412BLO
F50 ~ 050
G75 ~ 035
F112- 040C

Save

20°/o

DAILY LOBO
No.9&
Vol. 80
Box 20, University P .o. ,lJNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
•
The Nevt Mexico Dally Lobo Is published
Monday through ·Friday every regular week
or the Unlvorsily year and weekly during the
summer session by the Board or Student ·
PubUcations oft he University of New Moxico,
and is_ not. financially associated with UNM.
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25th Annlv~;~rsary
Models In Sfock
From $127.00

Howard Roberts, ES345
Stereo, Les Paul Customs,
Les Paul Deluxes, ES175
Natural,
1·6's,SG's,G-3,
Marauders, Ripper Basses
& Grabber Basses, J45,
J50,J55, and the All New

$4/2.00

Otller Rlckenbackers
from $229.00

MARTIN
Reg.
Our
Model Price
041
$1400
035
860·
028
840
018
675
012-20
750
012-35
900
000-28
840

Price
$1095
688
672
540
599
720
672

Mark 35, and
·Maef•r Ton•· ·

BanJo
Save

20%

Acoustic
Amps
!

"

l

!
Cross Country

SALE
Asnes Cross Country Ski
Bindings
Poles
Raber Boot
Wax Kit
Pine Tar & Mountings

THEUNM
JAZZ ENSEMBLE

CLARJ(''TERRY
AND

SUNSHIP
MARCH 2, 1976 • 8:00 P.M.
POPEJOY HALL
TICKETS: $4.00, $3.00 • STUDENT DISCOUNT $.50
AVAILABLE AT • SUB BOX OFFICE • GOLD STREET
FARLEY'S MUS,IC CENTER
'
PROCEEDS. TO SPONSER THE UNM JAZZ BAND
ON A TRIP TO THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE FINALS.

Feb. 19-21
$55.00
$8.50
$8.50
$39.00
$7.60
$3.00

Total Regular Price

SALE Price
6307 Menaul NE
881-5223
Open Friday till 8:30ptn

$12160

$89.00
and more!!

Example-Aluminum Poles
Reg. $12.50 Sale $10.50

European
Jeans
In Corduroy Bells

$16.00

European
Tan
Blue
Brown
Rust

lobo
men's
shop
2120 Central S.E.
243-6954 .

The Finest
Amps & PA's
All Models In
. Stock, InclUding ·
890 Mixing Console
with 16 Channels

Sigma
Yamaha
Franslclsan
Arlo
Maderla
Aspen

Save

20°/o
Good Student

Guitars
Starting At

$49.00

,
,,

New Mexico's
Guitar 8r Amp
Headquarters

Wil

. . . . .G

MUSIC CENTER
7017
Menaul NE
298-6794
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Mr. Linnett, your response
(LOBO, Feb. 161 to the comedy;
duo Rucker and Bowman of the
LOBO is very important to me. lm·
portant, not only .because it de;~lt
effectively with the watery points
raised by Rucker and Bowman
(LOBO, Feb. 2) but rather because
it came from a fourth party to the
whole issue. Knowing the mentality
of Rucker and Bowman, they
would have dismissed the response
as some illogical gibberish from a
racist if it had been written by me. I
only hope that they think carefully
about your. points relative to their
irrelevant introduction of Dr. Martin
Luther King into the issue, I thank
you, for I shall now concentrate on
the other points in their article.

*
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Caring Is Overlooked · ·
Editor:
.
.
In this fast-paced society full of rules and regulatiohs, the human
elernertt·of caring Is too many times overlooked. The brash realization of
this fact was brought to my attention last week by an unfortunate incident
•
at La Posada Dining Hall.
A friend of mine is a diabetic and awoke one morning experiencing
· acute insulin shock to the point that she was incoherent. Her extreme
need for food along with this incoherent state caused her to wander down
to La Posada wearing only her nightgown and no shoes, completely
without realizing what she was doing. When she arrived, the response she
received from the workers was that she could not have any food because
she was not wearing shoes.
No one offered to help her. No one asked her what was wrong. No one
even asked her what she was doing in public in her nightgown. They sim·
ply told her that she could not eat without shoes.
Fortunately, I managed to get food for her and she recovered.
Possibly more disillusioning than the incident itself was a conversation
that I had later with some supervisors of La Posada. I explained the
situation to them and said how I thought they had been a bit insensitive in
dealing with my friend. The woman's response was of a':' apologetic
nature and obviously she felt badly about the incident. Neverthele~. sh.e
justified their actions by saying the dining staff has had to deal with so
many kids that were so high on drugs or so drunk that they couldn't walk,
that it is difficult for them to know if someone is sick or not.
The tone of her voice and her words were used as if to say that peopfe
on drugs or alcohol are not worth helping even if they are at a complete
lack of theit senses. My friend was obl(iously incoherent. Regardless. of
what was wrong with her, she looked as if she needed help.
Another woman asked if my friend had any identification jewelry indicating that .she is a diabetic. I said yes, but she didn't wear it that morning. The woman recommended that my friend wear it all the time.
My only thought at this point was it wouldn't have mattered if she was
wearing it because no one approached her to check for it.
My intention with this letter is not to implicate or embarrass any specific
individuals. I just wanted to make a general social comment on how un·
fortunate it is that people have become so involved in their rules and their
judgments of other people that they have been calloused to the needs of
other human beings.
The general behavior of people today is to stand on the outside and
stare in at the freaks rather than getting involved with helping them.
I hope the next time anything of this nature happens the people in contact with the situation will take efforts to change their impersonal attitude
into p'ersonal involvement and help those who need it.
Peggy Thomas

Editorial

Board

Unsigned editorials represent . a
majority opinion ot the baily Lobo
Staff. Alf other columns,_ cartoons
and letters reptcsent the Opinion
of the author and do not neccssarll'{
reflect the views of ihe staff.

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando ""R. Medina

Editorials
Opinions·

Moscow to Mora

*

*

Dear Mr. Rucker and Bbwman:
First, I strongly regret and
vehemently object to the injection
of racism into the Jehovah Wit·
ness-Malawi situation. There was
nowhere in my response (LOBO,
Feb. 6) that I equated Christianity
with "white devils" or white angels
for• that matter. In my article, I
treated Christianity as ideology,· a
system for living (dying?); a way of
life. In fact I treatea Christianity,
nationalism and traditional Afrikan
"religions" as concepts, ideologies
or systems of life, most likely with
equal intentions or goals but different in their method of
operations.
However, I am not at all sur·
prised that my neutral article should
be attacked in racial terms. After
all,
everybody · has
his
predispositions and expectations.
The two of you happen to have
raCial predispositions and expectations. Furthermore, the concept of Pygmalion Effect is very
alive and strongly kicking in you
two. For, to the two of you, a Black
Afrikan expressing or presenting an
Afrikan point of view against
another view held by a non·Afrikan
group, will always do so within a
racist context.
Now, Rucker and Bowman, you
know that this implicit but loud
conclusion of yours is not only
natrow-mindedness but an ab·
surdity. Please, I am not being
abusive, just descriptive. Allow me
to back up my description of your
mentalities as being narrow and absurd.
You asked in your joint response
to my article "What does Shi Arne
propose to do? Pick and choose
what ~alien' influences are
beneficial, while raging about the
introduction of those foreign
customs which he does not approve of?"
For God's sake, you are damn
right!
Afrika knows that she must and
will continue to pick and choose
which "foreign customs," "alien
influences" she will allow into her

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor.

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

Photo Editor
Miguei"Gandert

News Editor
John Rucke.r

By John Feldman

The personalities of those involved in the controversy surrounding
Joh"! Feldman's :·Fro;n Moscow To Mora" column about the plight of
Afncan Jehovah s w~tnesses are not important. It is unfortunate that
a ci?sh of fanat!ca_l rheto_r:ic, name-calling, and inappropriate claims of
rac?,S~ has buned the·po~nt of the story.
Wh~le some people foam at the mouth about a situation they clearly
do not understand, they cloud the fact that the Witnesses are being
~e.rsecu!,ed.. If ~t takes .a "liberal" mind to report such things, then a
l~beral mmd ?,S what ?,S needed for reporting the news.
It sh~uld -~.o ~~~ho"!t s_ayin!! that the persecution of any minority
groif'P M unJustif~able. But that must be spelled out, it seems. The
natwe Wttnesses gf AfrU;a d~ not "des~rve to be persecuted," as long
as they are folloMng thetr fatth-even if that faith is not attractive to
some dictator.
It seems so simple.
·
I am not the defender of Christendom or ~f colonization in Africa, I
never purported to be.

However, I was hopin.g you
would make a sensible effort at
rebuttal. Instead, you two • Rucker
and Bowman, resorted to cheap,
base and yellow journalistic gimmicks of associating my philosophy
with people like Attila the Hun,
Joseph Stalin, Adolf Hitler and ldi.
Amin. Let me say this, if these
people, Attila the Hun, Joseph
Stalin, etc., held a philosophy such
as the above then they m).lst be
smarter than the books have led me
to believe.
For your information, do a little
study on all the colonized territories
emerging now; Cambodia, Vietnam; they are picking and
choosing.
I intend for you to get away with
your abusive language. But I wonder if you know that abusive
language in the arena of intelligent
discourse is the language of little
people on the defensive; their last
resort in the absence of .sensible
arguments.
Let me make a few observations
as my closing remarks: (I) I stated
generally in my first article, that
"some of You, the much heralded
liberal-minded ·new generation of
westerners are still as blind and
one-tracked towards Afrika .... "
This statement has not only been
upheld to be true but I know three
specific people in that category •
John Feldman, John Rucker !News
Editor?) and Jon Bowman (21 The
Pygmalion Phenomenon is well and
effective within· the LOBO's top
echelon.
~
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There was a time, between 900 and 1200 A.D., when Jews lived in a
Moslem world. This time of philosophical and cultural blossoming known
in Spain as tlie Golden Age, touched other parts of the Moslem wo'rld particularly Northern Africa.
'
Spain was a powerful force, with a secular society in which Moslems
and Jews intermingled, Their ideas were shared and their economic and
artistic paths crossed which helped to develop Spain. That time has left a
deep impression on both religions to this day. ,
Harvard University Professor Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi will return to
Albuquerque at the end of this week to present three lectures on the
poetry of three Spanish Jews who lived during the Golden Age. Jews
would probably not have .wr,itten any poetry at all had they lived outside
Moslem Spain. Moslem poets, writing in Arabic, surely inspired Jews to
produce the works that Yerushalmi will present here.
. Unfortunately, the time of the Golden Age and secular Moslem society
1sgone.
It appears that CBS News correspondent Mike Wallace believes that a
Golden Age, of sorts, exists for the approximately 4500 Jews in the
Modern-day, backward Moslem country, Syria.
Last year Wallace and a camera crew from the television show 60
Minutes went to Syria amid reports that the Jewish population there was
.
dwindling as a result of isolation and persecution.
The Wallace team talked to selected informantS.inside.Syria, taking film
of some well-to-do Jews and some Syrian authorities, who stated that
Syria's Jews were not being persecuted. All in all, the show was a product
of naive reporting and Syrian public relations. That prominent 60 Minutes
report was contrary to almost all othet information learned by the press
and the American government.
Few people with knowledge of the situation could accept the highlyquestionable Wallace report which seemed to paint a tainted, if rosy, picture of the plight of the Syrian Jews. A controversy surrounding that show
was born.
With the veracity of the Wallace story in question, the latest issue of
Newsweek Magazine reports that Wallace went back to Syria and has
returned with a new report to be aired next month. Newsweek says that
the new story substantiates the older account.
Newsweek says " ...according to the staff that accompanied him
(Wallace) he has concluded once mote that Syrian Jews are not subjected
to severe persecution." It would indeed be wonderful if this was the case.
Also, if the persecution is not "severe," then what is it?
The most important questions which should be raised about the new
show come as a result of the first. Will the interviews be natural? Did the
Syrian government pick the people for Wallace to interview? Will the sources of Wallace's account be spelled out?

Editor:
·
J oseph Ab eyta ' s bill ban- "Z
Some of us concerned non· ideas on this subJ"ect, there wt'll be a porting
smokers at UNM are in the process
meeting at1904 Gold S.E.(right ning smoking in public places in :S
of organizing a campus chapter of behind Harry's Hamburgers) on Albuquerque. A hearing for the bill ~
GASP (Group Against Smokers'
Monday Feb. 23 at 7:30 p.m. is being held Thursday, Feb. 19 at 4 ~.
Students,
faculty
members, p ·m · .·~" the Councelor's
Roo
Polloution)
a non-profit
· ·
.. m on "'
o
physicians,
University
employees,
the
th"1rd
floc·
r
of
C•'ty
Hall
An
d
......
organization lobbying for restric·
·
Y a •· v
tions on smoking in public
et ceteta are welcome to attend. ditional supporters are welcome to ~
places.On the University campus
For more information, please call attend that hearing to speak In '<
242-5681 or293-7969.
de·te·
fth tb'll
......
we would like to see a ban on
nse 0
a ' •
"·
smoking in the Student Health
In the me<;~ntime, we are supEric '?E~ ~
Center (with a separate room
...
designated for smokers) and a
roomy and reasonably quiet nonsmoking lounge in the SUB. These
VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
are not outrageous requests, we
......
feel. Those who have recently
WE
BUG!
00
. TAKE THE BUGS OUT OF YOUR
.
visited tile SHC for the flu, and
have been subjected to oxygenrobbing cigarette smoke, know
MOTOR OVERHAUL
how unhealthy and unpleasant the
situation is.
NEW CHROME RINGS. ALIGN RODS
FREE ESTIMATES
Also, those who would like to
:
·NEW
R0J:?
BEARINGS
NEW
GASKET
F.ULL PRICE LABOR &
study in the SUB lounge either
GRIND
VALVES
-NEW
OIL.
PARTS. ENGINE
have to tolerate the hydrogen
REMOVE
CARBON
TUNE-UP
ENGINE'
CONDITION
PERMITIING
cyanide (a poisonous gas not even
'found in common air polloution) or
attempt to study in the basement's
RECQNDITIONED VOLKSWAGEN$ FOR SALE
postage stamp-sized lounge amidst
the sounds of the juke box and pin·
·TIMING ADJUSTED
NEW POIN"J:S, PLUGS
ball machines. Even this small room
VALVE ADJUSTED
CARBURETOR
ADJUSTED
BRAKE ADJUSTED
has just been demolished. We silent
OILCHANGE.
·CLUTCH ADJUSTED
majority of non-smokers, who have
CLEAN SCREEN
SJEE~? Abjustm
accepted second-hand cigarette
smoke for too long, should not be
subjected to these conditions.
For those who would like to see
these and other feasible measures
supported or who have any other
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territories. Can't 'you see? Alien
domination has been rejected; alien
names for Afrikan nations are being
rejected for Afrikan names; alien
personal names, popularly known
a& Christian names have and are
being rejected for traditional-names
(I know I must provide you with
examples, knowing '"the level of
your knowledge of international
phenomena).
On the other hand, alien influences such as immunization and
tele-communication and those
foreign aids with. we~k or no strings
attached are being accepted. Sure,
I intend for Afrika to pick and
choose. Look around you. Even
cultural entities within the U.S. are
picking and choosing what aspect
of the dominant culture they will in·
corporate into their respective
cultures.
Sensible and intelligent people
aU over the world do or at least attempt to do this. For the two of you
not to know this fact·of life is tragic.
Tragic, not only for your sakes but
more so for the fact that you two
have been legitimized as journalists
With space in the LOBO at your
disposal for the dissemination of
such mentality:
I know my philosophy (it is not
an original for it has been around
for a long time) of (I) picking and
choosing whic~,alieo,;iofJuence. an
Afrikan nation· should ·accept into
her territory; (2) the unification of
the whole citizenry of a developing
country and (3) the elimination of a
.negative alien influence is a strong
point to argue against.
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The Indian Health Service and
the communicative disorders
department of the University of
New Mexico have scheduled the
second of six planned cc:>nferences' on communicatively impaired members of the Indian
population for F'eb. 19-20 at the
Four Seasons Motor Inn .
This meeting will discuss the
development of home training
programs for hearing impaired
children. The first conference,
held in October, 1975, dealt with
problems in hearing aid selec-

~

Early identification of hearing
loss, appropriate selection and
use of hearing aids and early in·
tervention and educational plan·
ning are seen as essential in c~m
prehensive prc:>grams for heanng
impaired children.
Several early identification
and intervention programs have
been successful in the United
States and an important aspect of
those programs was the use of
parents as teachers for their own
hearing impaired children.
The purpose of this conference
is to examine the role of parents
as teachers and methods and
requirements for developing
home programs for hearing im·
paired children.

.. ~Writer Has Literary Ambition

Documents Donated to Library
By Sllndi Bickel
Valuable business and personal papers from Robert 0. An·
derson's collection are being
donated to the UNM library
system.
The UNM School ·of Business
and Administrative Sciences is
named after Anderson, who is
chairman of the board of the
Atlantic Rich field Oil Company
{ARCO).
The collection is "an extension
of our long and sustaining interest in business history,"
Jessie McClennan of the B&AS
· Parish Library said. "I think that
original records of decisions, in
the process by which decisions
are made, are probably the most
valuable learning tools a student
can get."
She said it is more effective for

the students to be exposed to
real cases than mere text book
examples.
"To be able to s.ee what happens in the growth of a company
is invaluable," she said. ·
"It's a pretty valuable collection, especially because we are
most interested in the commercial history of New Mexico
and the South West," McClennan
said.
The collection, including
photographs, is part of a ~on·
tinning interest the Pansh
Library has in business history.
William Parish, former dean of
B&AS and a ,business historian
himself, provided for the formation of Pad.sh Library, where
the collecti'on will probably be
kept. The library was dedicated
to Parish in May, 1!170.
"What we hope to do is make
the papers available to other
people to read," McCiennan said.
"I think that when most people
think of business, they think of
Chicago. It's important to see.
that big things happen in other
places as well."
•
Beginning next month, library
mediators are to begin conferring outside with the famiJy·to
find out exactly what the content

(Continue-d !rom page 3)

I

Jessie M.cC/ennan
will be. "I understand that some
of it has already been
microfilmed. Some of it will be
the actual papers, and some of it
will be on microfilm," she said.
Robert 0. Anderson's career
started with the Hondo Oil Company in New Mexico. He owns
the Diamond Ranch near
Roswell, the largest privately
owned ranch in the country.

... Honors Programs
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Why use
commercial bath
products that
dry your skin,
use harmtul chemicals,
and pollute tho.
environment when
you can use natural
products for the
same price?
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Reali!;tically, though, they are
saving about a million by adding
to our system, not fully used
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Fine Furniture
Collectibles

Come see us!
2910 Central SE

·3500 Central S.E.
Albuq. New Mexico, 87106
(505) 266-8414

.
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Very Fine European
Indonesian "Food
Try our Satee Babi,
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.Sandwiches
·· Reasonable Prices
=c-oo-.

Hours Daily / 11 am - 12 pm
Telephone 765-5671
I. __ .L
1600 Central SE
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Security at UNMCC will also
have to be improved. "It used to
be real easy to get into our
machine room," Dowe said. "But
now we'll have to meet the same
level of security as DP." Dowe
said the new security applies
only to the machine room and not
the entire Computing Center.

Makers of·Hond Made Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

The committee is concerned
that most students have to find
out about the program on their
own. Garcia said the report
seemed to show students like the
program once they're in it, but
"the problem is knowing about
it.,,
Garcia also talked of the
possibility of a "compulsory
element'' in student advisement
which may help these students
become aware of the General
Honors courses open to them.
Another survey done by the
committee involved talking to
department chairpersons and
faculty about their "knowledge of
and participation in departmental honors and their thoughts
on thil General Honors
Program," Garcia said.
Of the 107 responses received,
72 faculty people said there were
departmental honors in their
department, 22 said there wasn't
and 7 didn't know.
There was an almost equal
amount of faculty who felt they
were "very well" acquainted
with the mechanics of depart-

. APRIL 15 DEADLINE

271talian Medical and 9 Veterinary
Schools Accept American Students
Medical and veterinary school aspirants who are thinkii)g of applying to Italian medisal schools, and their families, must ·act
immediately. New Italian government regulations require that preinscription applications be filed with the Italian Embas.sy In yvash.,
D.C .. and Italian Consulates, before April 15, for consrderatron for
medical ancf veterinary school admission In the fall of 1976..
27 distinguished Italian medical schools .accept Amencans.
Several hundred Americans now are studying at Italian medical
and veterinary schools.
All applications must reach the Italian Embassy and Consulates
before April 15. Medical, dental and veterinary sc~ool ~spirants
who need assistance in language and cultural orrentat1on, and
preparation before, during andafter medical school to ena,ble the
practice of medicine in the U.S., should contact the lnshtute of
International Medical Education. Tl!e Institute. has helped more
American men and women enter European mediCal and veterinary
.
schools than any other organization.
Of the approximately 40,000 premeds a11d graduate students
who will apply to American medical schools this year. about 35%
will be accepted. Contact Student Information Office.

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Provisionally chartered bV the Regents oflhe Uniu~rsity of thii Slate of New York
·40 E. 54 Sf., New York 10022 • (212) 832-2089
·

mental honors in their department {35) and those. that were
"somewhat" acquainted with
such mechanics {37).
Forty-four of those responding felt the departmental honor
courses taught in t.heir department was "adequate" while 28
felt it "should be upgraded, if
this would not imply overload for
the affected faculty members."
Of those responding, 34 said
they have taught departmental
honors students in their department, either in a special honors
course or in Reading and Research for Honors. Forty said they
hadn't.
Of those answering no to
teaching Departmental Honors
students, most said it was
because there was "no opportunity " or "no time." Only
one said he or she had "no interest."
George F. Peters, committee
member and Associate Professor
of Languages, said one thing the
committee was trying to do was
find out why some departments
.don't ha've departmental honors
courses and if not, why not.
Peters conducted the survey on
the departmental chairmen and
faculty.
In the same survey, there was
an overwhelming majority who
felt · some sort of an honors
program should be available to
their majors {beyond the General
Honors Program, which i:s open
to all Unive.rsity undergraduates).
Sixty·three felt it should be
provided through the depart·
mental level while 20 others felt
it should be on the college leveL
However, there were 21 responses against another honors
program besides the General
Honors Prol!'ram.
The third survey, which
results have not been tabulated
yet, was taken of students in the
departmental honors program of
the College ot Arts and Sciences
Dean's list.

pretty wise and they. don't make'
a big deal of it, Most of t~e people
didn't know what I was writing
unt.il Red book Magazine
published 'Tony's Story.' Laguna
is a close community and,
naturally, a lot of women read
that magazine. So, once
somebody saw it, everybody
knew I was writing. It's not
ignored, but it's not a big deal,
either."
Silko draws on sensory images
·for dramatic effect, especially
hearing sight and sound.
.
"I like to include all of those in
my writing. I don't think of them
as being pro:>ortioned out in a
story. Each story has its own
demands. Some do e~p.phasize the
sense more than ·others.
"In. the novel 'Ceremony,'
smell comes in a lot because
there i& great worry about the
drought and rain. Being able to
smell the rain becomes important.''
Silko stresses the importance
of discipline in writing, but says
her other duties as mother and

wife sometimes must take
precedence over art.
"I don't write only when I'm inspired but when I can get the
privacy and peace. When you
have a husband and kids it's easy
to leave the writing for last. I
don't have a schedule, but if you
can set one up it protects you
from outside distractions and
makes you make . the time for
writing. As a mother other
things take precedence. I can't
write if the kids aren't happy."
Silko feels that the university
teaching ~ituation is very differl'nt from the cutthroat tactics
often adopted in the publishing
world.
"One of the least competitive
situations is the one found here
at the university. Everyone is
secure and no one is fighting. W c
have a job and there is a sense of
U$ all being comrades.
"I think where you begin to see
the other side is when you have
men and women competing for
jobs or competing for the
publishing companies who will

Alumn·i Need Money
·To Finance Yearbook·

The Alumni Association "is
still trying to figure out a way to
fund UNM's yearbook, The
Mirage," Director Gwinn Henry
said Friday.
An attempt to finance the
publication with display advertisements "just didn't work
out." Twenty volunteers have
been p ursu in g the venture
without much success, he said.
"I'd like to say for sure that
we'll have a yearbook this year
because I think it's so important,
but I just can't."
Henry said the alums are
"trying real hard to find financing for The Mirage" since they
feel it has been a nice gift for
graduates and want to continue
the tradition.
Originally, the alumni had
planned to put $2000 'into the

yearbook project. The $6000 it
cost last year was developed partly through tours.
Giv.en a little more time,
Henry said he hoped to come up
with the money, ideally from a
donor.

publish only a certain number of
novels a year. In these situations
you begin hearing sexist
remarks.
"I can remember hearing the
classic statement made by a
friend of mine about women
writers when Erica .Jong started
to have her success. He said she
had slept with every publisher
and editor necessary. Men want
to know why you're being
published and they're not, why
you're teaching and they're not.
"But the situation here at the
university is very different.
Everyone is supportive of each
other and when someone gets
something published we'.re all
happy. That's the spirit here.''
Silko had several pieces of advice for the aspiring writer.
"First of all, you have to have a
whole lot of money to support
your habit, because that is what
writing becomes-a habit. There
are very few kinds of writing
that will support you,
''I thirik supporting oneself is
very important, but even more
important for a woman. A single
woman could probably make it
easier as a writer than a married
woman. Married women have to
buy their· way out of familial
duties.
When
you
start
calculating the cost of child
care-quality child care-it takes
a lot of money. Money becomes a
way of buying yourself the
freedom to write.
"There ar.e a lot of myths about
the poor starving artist,
something this society has
foisted off on them. European

L~"::. ~gw ACT Scores l

Society does not consider books relevant to education. Huber said
that by reading good literature. one can lear~ to write.
.
.
"You have to have the rules, but they don t teach you how to Write.
You have to practice," he said. "Readi~g is important. Writing is !m·
portant. Figuring is important. Whether or not you go beyond htgh
school to be a functional individual in society, you must know these
things: If you don't, you won't even be a decent ?itch digger ..T.he
populace has to be highly literate to take care of the1r own necess1tJes
and self-expression,
"Parents raise, not educate their children," Huber said. If parents
were to do their job before the child ·was six years old, the teacher
would have an easier job, If parents took the time to read to their
children, they would know their A, B, C's and be able to read a little
when they begin school.
·
"A teacher can teach, but that doesn't make the st;udent learn. The
student has to want to learn," he said. "Children today are not stupid,
they ju&t aren't asked to develop their potentials.
"Schools are there to work on the cognitive aspects of learning. The
home and church used to develop the affcctual, emotional side of the
human being. But the church has lost its impact, and apparently, so
has the home. Therefore, the schools have to try to develop the child
in both those areas. But that's not working."
"Today we are reaping a generation without disr.ipline," Hub.er
said. "Value concepts are wrong. That's nobody's fault. It's the socml
and economic environment."
~ations continue to be much more
supportive of the arts. I think it's
an American myth designed to
keep the artist starving by
telling them that they'll be poor
and starving.
"The National Endowments
for the Arts helps individual artists as well as community
groups. In small minority communities and especially for
women with children, the idea of
pursuing a ca,reer through their
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no expressed faith. Millions more
don't practice the faith they pro·
fess. Millions more, evety year,
drift away from faith altogether.
If you believe in the _power
of the Gospel of Jesus and think
His Gospel still has something to
offer America, then maybe you
should investigate the Paulist
way of life.
The Paulists are a small community of Catholic priests who
have been bringing the Gospel
of Jesus to the American People
in innovative ways for over 100
years.
We do this everyday through
the communication arts-hooks,
publications, television and radio
-on college campuses, in parishes, in missions in the U.S., in
downtown centers, in working
with young and old.
We don't believe in sitting
back. Do you?
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Maybe they're naturally industrious, inventive or frontieroriented.
But naturally religious? No.
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Recollections of Brecht &.Co. Jazz
The original N. 0. Feet·
warmers (Bechet on soprano sax
and clarinet; Ladnier,· trumpet;
•
•
"'
Teddy Nixon, trombone; Hank
lleview by Thomas Lindsey
Duncan, piano; Wilson E. Myers,
John Hammond had Sidney bass and Morris Morand, drums),
Bechet and •rommy Ladnier re- perform five pieces here from
form their "New Orleans Feet· 1932: "Sweetie Dear," "I've
warmers'' for the New Orleans Found A Brand New Baby," "Lay
style contribution to his From Your Racket," "Maple Leaf Rag"
Spirituals To Swing concerts in and "Shag." These pieces, like all
'38-'39, It was more historic than· the cuts on this magnificent
Hammond intended because less <'ollection, are filled with joy,
than a year later I;adnier died ir superb musicianship and a parreedman Mezz Mezzrow's apart· ticular kind of . "magic," Billy
ment. (Tommy and Mezz can be Maxey sings on " ... Racket". and
heard together on "Weary docs great scat singing on
Blues"-1938/ _____ ~ ..-.,. ·-~~"S~ag," an early exampl~of per-
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Tickets:
$5, 4 & 3
Student
$4, 3 & 2
Albuquerque
Ticket Agency
at Coronado
Center

883-1080

mutating the "I Got Rhythm"
chordal structure; and neo·
ragtime buffs will be amazed at
the "speed'' of Joplin's ,"Mapl!l
Leaf Rag,"
Although there is an enormous.
variety of m uskal contexts, this
set consistently presents the joy
and "magic" mentioned above,
along with great (often brilliant)
playing in the 1940, '41 cuts by
such jazz luminal;"ics as trumpeters Henry "Red" Allen, Rex
Stewart and Sidney DeParis,
trombonists Vic Dickenson and
J.C. Higganbotham, pianists
Earl Hines and.Willie "the Lion"
Smith, swing drummer Big Sid
Catlett and "Mod!lril Jazz" drummer Kenny Clarke.
Also, of the .36 cuts some are
,great songs by great Jazz composers such as Don Redman
("Save It, Pretty Mama"), an apparent
(though
possibly
apocryphal) collaboration of Jelly
Roll Morton with Louis Armstrong ("Wild Man Blues"),
Earl Hines' "Blues In Thirds,"
and four Duke Ellington titles:
"Mood Indigo," "The Mooche,"
"Stompy Jones" and "Old Man
Blues"; (Duke liked Sidney's version of "The Mooche" better than
·his own!)
Sidney overdubbs himself on
bass, drums, piano and tenor sax
(as well as soprano sax and
clarinet) on "The Sheik of
Araby" and "Blues of Bechet"

.. •.•.· . ·... _.·,..
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VALERY and GALINA PANOV
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Osc~r Possibilities I BOREDWALK
·Nomhu:.tlon$' Announced · ·· ·· ·· · ··'- · ··· · ··· ···

lo.bo

Tinseltown-Tlle Academy Award nominations for "best or• were
announced yesterday, and there are no real surprises about any of
·
them. , .
Two actors who have been nominated before but have never
received an Oscar were nominated again. Jack Nicholson is nominated
for his role of a not-so-crazy mental patient in One Flew Over The
Cuckoo's Nest and AI Pacino for his slightly mad bank robber characterization in Do9 Day Afternoon;
·
Nicholson has been nominated for best actor four previous times ,.
and Pacino three times, but neither has ever won in the final
balloting. They also have a best supporting nomination !lach. ·
The winners will .be announced March 29 on a nationwide telecast
from the Los Angeles Music Center.
One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest picked up eight nominations in
addition to Nicholson's, including best actress, Louise Fletcher; best
director, Milos Foreman, and ·best supporting actor, Brad Dourif.
Both pictures are in the running for best movie of the year along
with Barry Lyndon, a baroque 19th .century tale of honor and love in
Europe. which picked up seven nominations; Jaws, the all-time boxoffice champion; and Nashville.
Dog Day Afternoon picks up six nominations, including Pacino's.
Funny Lady and Nashvilk gathered five each. Jaws, The Man Who
Would be King, Shampoo, and The Sunshine Boys each get four.
Also nominated for best actor are Walter Matthau (The Sunshine
Boys), Maximilian Schell (The Man in the Glass Booth) and James
Whitmore (Give 'Em HeU, Harry).
Other nominees for best actress are Isabelle Adjani (The Story of
Adele H.); Ann-Margret (Tommy); Glenda Jackson (Hedda) and
Carol Kane (Hester Street).
It is the fourth Oscar nomination for Jackson, who won awards in
1.970 for Women in Love and in 1973 for A Touch of Class. She bas a
chance of joining Ingrid Bergman and Katharine Hepburn as the only
actresses to win three Oscars.
Nominated for best supporting actors of 1975 in addition to Dourif
are George Burns (The Sunshine Boys); Burg4}ss Meredith I.Day of
the Locusth Chris Sarandon !Do9 Day Afternoon) and Jack Warden
(Shampoo).
"
Actresses nominated for'best supporting performances of the year
are Ronee Blakley (Nashville); Lee Grant (Shampoo); Sylvia Miles
(FareweU, My Lovely); Lily Tomlin (Nashville) and Brenda Vaccaro
(Jacqueline Susann 's Once is Not Enough) •.
Stanley Kubrick won his fourth nomination. as best director for
Barry Lyndon and Federico Fellini also got his fourth for Amarcord.
Other directors nominated are Sydney Lumet (Dog Day Afternoon),
Robert Altman (Nashville) and Foreman.
Best song nominations went to "How Lucky Can You Get" from
Funny Lady" "l'm.·Easy" from"N!lShville; ':Now•!])h'atJWe're In Love"
from Whiffs; "Richard's Window" from The Other Side of the Moun"
tain and "Theme From Mahogany" from the picture Makogany.
Five nations were represented for best foreign language .film of the
year-Dersu Uzala, USSR; Land of Promise, Poland; Letters from
Marusa, Mexico; Sandakan No. 8., Japan; and Scent of a Wpman,
Italy.
·
Only two nominated actors have won Oscars previously: Matthau in
Kotch in 1971 and Schell in Judgment at Nuremberg in 1961.

Revi·ew
.of
Records
and sings on "Sidney's Blues."
Nina Simone notwithstanding,
his '41 "Strange Fruit" is the
most poignant version since
Billie Holiday's.
This album is a guaranteed
treat to anyone who wants to get
into Bechet's music, or for
modern jazz lovers who want to
hear some of the best "traditional
jazz" ever made (although
Bechet went far beyond mere

"traditional'' ]azz even on this
set); if, however, you are already
a collector with some choice
Bechet in your - library, look
closely a£ titles and dates before
buying this; fully sixteen of these
cuts were previously issued on
"The Blue Bechet"-(RCA-Victor
"Vintage Series"; LPV 535)-and
most likely much of the rest is in
other extant (for purchase butout-of-print) editions.

more on Kenned_y Asso.ssino.tions

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

POPEJOY. . HALL

•.• .. ',·

Ralph Schoenman

Writer-researcher·;::· Ralph
Schoen man will discusa
"Assassination: Dallas to
Watergate, Blood on Their Hands" Wednesday, Feb. 18, at 8
p.m. in the Ballroom of the
Student Union Building at UNM.

Schoenman said he believes
documents compiled by the CIA
and the FBI link the
assassinations of John and
Robert Kennedy and Dr . .Martin
Luther King Jr.
The lecturer also says James
Earl Ray, who was convicted and
sentenced to 99 years for King's
assassination, did not shoot the
civil rights leader.
During his film and lecture,
the speaker will discuss the CIA
and the Bay of Pigs, Watergate
participants, Lee Oswald, Jack
•Ruby, Robert Kennedy, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X,
George Wallace and Chappaquiddick.
Tickets are $1.50 for the
general public and 75 cents for
students at the door,

Dancing in Ensemble With:

*

the San Francisco
Ballet Company

•

and Orchestra.

*

Co11cert: Electric Light Orchestra and Little Feat will perform in Johnson Gym Sunday, 8
p.m. Good seats still available.
An ASUNM-PEC presentation.
Lecture: Ralph Schoenman will
!;peak ori "Assassination: Dallas
to Watergate, Blood on their
Hands," tonight at 8 p.m. SUB
ballroom.
Film: Jcan-Luc Godard's Une
Femme Mariee, banned at first
by the French government for
''subverting" the view of the
married woman, shows tonight at
the SUB, 7 & 9 p.m. $1 admission
to Film Committee films.
Film: Three films by contemporary wom·en directors- Womanhouse, Throw and
Holding-will show in the SUB
tomorrow 7 & 9 p.m_
Film: Peter Bogdanovich's first
film, Targets, about a sniper at a
drive-in movie; Friday 7, .9 & 11
p.m., SUB.
Film: Lacombe, Lucien directed
by Louis Malle, filmed with "nonactors," 7 & 9:30p.m. Saturday,
SUB.
.
Film: Buster Keaton's silent

Program
Composed by Kazhlayev
Choreographed by Valery Panov
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JESUS ON MONEY

February 18

"No one can be the slave of two· masters: he will
either hate the first and love the second, or treat
the first with respect and the second with scorn.
You cannot be the slave both of God and of money." (Matthew
6:24)
Use money and respect persons
or
Use persons and respect money

(I invit.e you to the Alumni Chapel

Jtoland McGregor, Campus Mlnl~;ter
United MiniHtcri~ff Center
1801 Loo Lomu, N.E. • Phone: 247-11497
12:30-1;00 for thoughland prayer).

'

*

March 30 or thereabouts, the LOBO will publish the winners of the
awards. Also to be published are the winners of the LOBO awards,
ihe list that several film freaks on campus think is the way it should
be.

Eternal Idol

Music by Chopin
Choreographed by Michael Smuin

Dallas to
Uliltergatelt
In Person: Ralph Schoenman,
Noted Scholar and Political Analyst
A film/slide/lecture program rresenting documentary evidence of the
role of the U.S. military and civi intelligence organization~ in the dea!hs
of John F. Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Malcolm X, and Martm Luther Kmg.

"

Symphony in C

Telephone: 277-3121

romantic comedy, CoUege, which
takes a look at colleg!llife in 1927
and the inevitable fate back then,
marriage. Rodey Theater, 7:30
p.m. Sunday.
Film: SOLAS open$ their film
festival with Armando. Robles
Godoy's La Muralla Verde (The.
Green W!lll), Peru; Monday, SUB
Theater, 7:30 & 9:30 p.m. $1 ad·
mission.
Music: "Intimate P.D.Q. Bach,"
tonight, 8:15p.m., Popejoy HalL
Music: Recital, Sally Titland,
flute, Keller Ran; 4 p.m. Satur·
day, ·

. •·,

-Hit- '7/oUywood Hot''-

Sorry, no Discounts. The Company is
renting Popejoy Hall on a commercial basis.

Cl>

presents

''The l.l.th Hoar''

Composed by Glazounov
Choreographed by Christensen after Balanchine

Tickets - $7 .50, $8.50, $9.50, $10.50 and $11.50

-z

Also Appearing.

Variations de Ballet

Program Not Subject To Change

Cl>
<.Q

''The Dramatles''

Heart of the Mountain

Music by Bizet
Choreographed by Balanchine

!»

ASUNM Speakers Committee

In Concert

Tuesday March 9 - 8:15P.M.

'1:!
aq

ASUNM PEC & KRST 92.3
· PRESENT

Plus
· Fashion Show
'

JANIS IAN

Popejoy Hall, February 22, 1976, 8:30pm

LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III
FEBRUA~Y 29, 1976 • 8:15 RM.
POPEJOY HALL

Tiekets: SUB Box Office & Popejoy Hall

AND

TICKETS SUB BOX OFFICIZ • GOLD STREEt • CANOYMAN ISANIA FE!

•
Ralph Schoenman is director of a research foundatiofl called Studies in !he
Third World and for many years was director o~ t~e Bertrand ,Russell ~eace Foundahon
which he founded in 1963. He was Russell's mhmate assoc1ate for nme years and the
initiator of the International War Crimes Tribunal of which he was SecretaryGeneral. Early in 1964 he organized the Who Killed·Kennedy Committee in London.

-

$4.50 Students ·
$5.50 Non-Students
$6.50 At Door

Every point set out in Schoenman's presentation is basel on documented !lvidence.
Each piece of evidence is cited. No "probable" conclusions are drawn. None need be.
The program includes the legendary Zapruder film, other films of the John Kenne~y
murder, slides of key pa.rticipants meeting with intelligence ope~atives, and officu1l
government documents linkmg the CIA and other government agenc1es to the murders.

Wednesday Feb. 18, SUB Ballroom, 8:00pm
.Tickets At The Door-Public $1.50, Students 75e
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By David Belling
La.st weekend 11 Lobos com·
peted against some of the top
competition in. the nation at the
United States Track and Field
Federation Championships in
Oklahoma City and did very well.
Lobo coach Hugh Hackett said,
"Everybody that went did good
job."
'rhe best finish for the Lobos
was a first place by Charles
Dramiga in the. 600-yard run. In
the preliminaties Dramiga broke
the USTFF record and his own '
school record by running a
· 1:09.3. He won the championship race in a time of 1:09.5.
Hackett said Dramiga ran "two
great races."
Michael Solomon finished fourth in the 440-yard dash which
was won by an Olympian.
Solomon is not too big and he was
knocked around at the beginning
of the rae!). If this had not hap-

· Daily Lobo . .

Sports

a

pened Hackett thought Solomon
Hackett said LaPorte and
~
could have won.
Powers, "ran as well as they ever
~
The 1000-yard run saw Lobo have."
Q)
Jay Miller place fourth with a · The UNM two-mile relay team
career best time of 2:12.5.
of Tom Snowdon, David Gaona,
0
....
Melvin
Powers
reached
the.
Shane
Page and Jay Quade
Q)
biJ
semi-finals in the 60-yard high finished fifth.
hurdles. Powers equaled his own
Mark Henderson in the pole
ll;
school record of 7.2. Hackett said vault and David Muelker in the
Powers did not receive the place high jump did not reach the
that he deserved or he would finals·
have made the finals.
.
Coach Hackett said it was a,
Jose LaPorte, running against "very good meet for us. It was
56 entries, finished fourth in the good experience." There was a
semi-finals but did not qualify for team championship at the meet
the finals.
·
but Hackett said he did not know
~===::=::=:::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::==::==::::=:::=:::=~where his team placed in the
T,
standings.
The Lobos will next compete in
the WAC Indoor Championships
at Salt Lake City on Feb. 27-28.

z

"'

ASUNM Speakers
Committee
presents.

·Gene Roddenberry
Creator of:

Lobo junior-college transfer and sub forward Larry Forte announced last night he has quit Norm Ellenberger and the UNM
basketball program.
Forte, who was suspended along with Larry Gray during the
road trip on Feb. 7 to Texas-El Paso, said he is quitting the team
because Coach Ellenberger does .not let him play enough, and
"with my God-given talents" the WAC and Lobo basketball11re
"too slow."
The 6-5, 200-pound junior from Clevela.nd, Ohio, said he now
wants to go to a NAIA (small college) squad "to prove himself."
Forte said ~o play good basketball ''you have to express yourself on the court. You don't get an opportunity to do that here
(UNM);"
.
~
The fo.rmer starter Forte said there is a morale problem on the
Lobo team, and said it is true the black players boycotted a prac·
tice .. because Ellenberger wasn't playing them right. "They all
·
feel the same," he said.
Asked if he thou~ht Ellenberger wa,a a good coach,· Forte
hesitated and said, "Yes, I think he is a good coach if you play a
slow-down game."
"He (Ellenberger) can't coach me," Forte said.
Even though he admitted to have quit the team earlier and
then came. back, Forte said he will definitely not come back this
time.
This past weekend Forte scored eight points in two home
games in the Arena against Wyoming and Colorado State. He
pulled down six rebounds in the Cowboy game. He' played six
minutes against CSU and 13 minutes against the Cowboys.
Going into the weekend clashes, which put UNM into a secondplace tie in the conference at 6-3, Forte was averaging 6.6 points a
game (sixth best on the teain), and 4.4 boards per contest (fourth
best).
·

'I
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Star Trek
·March 1- Popejoy Hall-7:00pm
Gene Roddenberry, creator of Star Trek will be appearing in a
two and a half hour program, "The World of Star Trek".
Roddenberry will bri'lg with him a Star Trek 'blooper reel'
(a collection of mistakes, ,pranks and amusing incidents which
oceured in fr01.t of the camera) and the first Star Trek pilot.
Never shown on television, having been turned down by NBC as
'too cerebral', it won the Internatlonal Hugo Award for Science
Fiction. Portions of the pilot were cut into the two-part Star
Trek episode "The Menagerie".

tfigh quality shell, stone. and silver Heishi

Chokers

at excellent prices.
Many colors, stYles, and sizes of distinctive

·Macr·ame

made by local craftsmen. Also, sand cast and bark

-Tickets at SUB Box Office, Goldstreet Circus

pc~s.

10:00- 7:00
Mon-Sat

A show guaranteed to sell out early. Tickets will go on Sale on
February 9th.
·
Admission is on reserved seat basis - $ 4, $3-for public, $2.50,
$1.50 for Students.

By Tim Gallagher
It was almost like being in a
dream. ·
"It's just a super-exhilarating
feeling," said UNM Coach Kathy
Marpe.
Down by 16 at the half, the
UNM women's basketbaJI team
stormed back to take a 63-61 win
over Brigham Young University
Saturday night in the arena.
A 15-foot winning jump shot
by Margaret Gonzales with one
second left capped an incredible
comeback by the UNM women
who were led in the rally by Linda Hattox and Carol Moreland.
The Lobos carne out in the first
half wfth a rotten Valentine's
Day present for coach Kathy
Marpe. It looked like a reenactment of the St. Valentine's
Day massacre as Janice Peterson
scored 14 first half points to give

Head Supplies: Papers, 15 cents, Small Pipes $1 - $2
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1000 times.
•
Red'wall-to·wall carpeting
runs down the hall leading into
this haven of the few. I;>ouble
rows of six-foot flat beige lockers
rise on the right side. They are
all latclied, but several bulge at
the bottom, attempting to vent
their overload. The names on the
.top of some lockers are
familiar- Dennard, Fort - -and
others. A feather precariously
juts from the door of ohe locker.
Others ate dented from horseplay or "the agony of defeat."
Rows of double benches run between to give solace to weary
bodies. A low groan rises from
the w.eight room.
Half-erased
bla,ckboards
proclaim the nature of the place.
A long red-and-white metal sign
outside the showers gives a hint.
In three divided areas it says:
"Think il!.terception. Every day
in every way we get better and
better." Perhaps the best indicator is the last statement: "He
ain't heavy."
Other blackboard philosophies
include: "The best offense is a
good defense" and a barely
visible "Go .Loblos." A few
references to the integrity of
one's mother also appear.
One particular locker boasts a
collection of 13 "Piranha Defense" stickers. Penned in under
each one is a mild gloat such as~
forcing a bad pass, got to the
quarterback, sacked the quar·
terback, excellent kick coverage,
o.r great save. The shower water
is drinping more steadily now.

A hungry
pair outside
of tape
. cutters
hanglooking
on a chain
the showers.

Tonight at Okie's.......,.~........~~......~~......~~..,.......,~

illbnt <&ilkysnn
A+-............~~.......~...........~~~~~•mported

Beer 75c

Later today this place · will
come to life. It will be filled with
noise and spirit. Perhaps a poster
on one locker best sums up what
type of spirit, The top half pictures a dejected football player
sitting on the bench. "I quit," the
poster· declares in large, swirling ·
white letters. In the lower right
hand corner of the same .poster is,
· the solemn illustration of a cross
upon a mountain. The simple caption beneath it reads: "I didn't."

0 •

the Cougars a 33-16lead.
Hattox with 6:08 to play.
"I told them they had to win or . "I knew we were going to win
we were out of the race," Marpe 1t all the way," said freshman
said.
guard Sally Broyles.
UNM must have set a record
The early arriving studentl> for
for ineptness as they went the men's game, looked up from
scoreless for a seven·rninute their card games and liked what
stretch midway through the half.
they saw. They spurred the
But it was the ineptitude in the · women on through five ties and
first half that made the second four lead changes in the final
half seem like a dream. The minutes.
Lobos came out and popped in
With about a minute left to
eight straight points to narrow play in regulation time and the
the lead to nine. Although they score tied at 52 apiece, Cougar
faltered at times, the UNM Dorothy Stumpe missed a shot
women kept chipping away, chip- .that was r.ebounded by UNM's
ping away, at that seemingly in· Beth Born. The junior from
surmountable BYU lead.
Kingsville, Tex., passed off to
With Hattox hitting the clutch Hattox, shooting clutch like the
jumpers from the outside, and John Havlicek she is named
Moreland beginning to dominate "Hondo" afLer, hit one to put
the game as she. had yet to do UNM ahead 54-52. A pair of turbefore, the 'Pack finaily tied it up novers by both clubs gave the
at 46-46 on a steal and lay-up by ball to BYU. Jill Bolingbroke hit
her first basket of the game to tie
it once more with 35 seconds left.

Fern Gymnasts Win

All i'n the Locker Room

By Gary Brown
Welcome to the second home of
It's 9:15 a.m. This usually several UNM athletes -the
bustling place is empty. The locker room beneath the athletic
silence is broken by the rhythmic department building. All track
plop of water on the shower room · meets and football and baseball
floor and the clank of heavy games are played here first. In
metal from the weight room the minds of the athletes and on
down the wide hall. "You can do the blackboards dotted on the
it. It's only 150. Push!"
·
walls, the
are won and lost
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· Women EdQe BYU in Overtime

Forte Quits Team

Dramiga Leads Lobos

{..I- j

•

As long as the UNM's women's
gymnastics team keeps its op·
ponents limited to those north of.
Albuquerque, they will do fin~.
Thus far this year, the Lobo
women have knocked off four
• Colorado colleges and their only
loss has been to Texas EI-Paso.
Saturday at Johnson Gym, the
trend continued as UNM
defeated Southern Colorado
79.15 to 54.30. ·
It was the highest point total
for the women this year and
Coach Claudia Thomas, upon
hearing the score, was disap·
pointed. "Shoot, we wanted to hit
80." she said. ..
<
'1JNM's'Pam Sf~iiWeln woii'Uie"
all-around rather easily as her
only competition came from
teammates Debbie Chancellor
and Jane Laflin. Stehwein scored
a 27.85 to Chancellor's 24.90 and
Laflin's 23.95.
The UNM women captured the
top three spots in each of the four
events. Stehwein won the
vaulting, uneven parallel bars,
floor exercise and tied for first in
the balance beam with Chancellor, Chancellor also finished

~--~·
third in the bars. Laflin grabbed
thirds in vaulting, balance beam
and floor exercise.
One of the strongest per·
formances of the day was given
by Rachel Hernandez on the
uneven parallel bars. Hernandez
gave a great performance, but
was unable to do a good dismount
because of a knee injury.
After the meet, Thomas com·
plained that the judges were
scoring "awfully low. We have to
peak now, for three weeks in a
row," she said.
Overall, she was pleased with
the team's performance. "It's
corning. We're getting better,"
she said.
The team's next competition
will come Saturday, Feb. 28
when they host the In·
termountain District meet.

SAVE WITH SECURITY

security

c?~l

savings

SOUND
SAFE
CONVENIENT

* All Accounts Insured up to $40,000

* Real Estate Escrows

FOR OUR
ACCOUNT HOLDERS:
Notary Public

Financial lo.dvlce

Convenient Hours
9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Monday through Thursday
9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Friday

Save by MaU

ASUNM Bops
Daily LOBO
ASUNM got its revenge against the Daily LOBO in a 50-39
basketball victory 'Friday night
in the Johnson auxiliary gym.
The newspaper staff routed
the senators last year on the
same court, This year, however,
ASUNM's Ed Telles, Tom
Williams, Alan Wilson (ASUNM
president) and David Greer
dominated the boards.
Telles was the politician's
scoring leader, .and a mobile
Williams took the carom honors. '
For the "overconfident" LOBOs,
Managing Editor Mike O'Connor
was the only player who could hit
consistently. The .motivated
Irishman pumped in 12 points in
the second half, most on twisting,
zone·cutting drives.
LOBO big man Wendell Hunt
fouled out early in the fourth
period with four points. Hunt
received a technical when he
complained about the refereeing.
Newspaper guards Howard
Pace and David Belling hit six
points. ASUNM's Pam Cyran hit
a two-handed set shot over a
befuddled playercoach Harold
Smith in the fourth quarter.
Wilson said Sunday, "The fact
is we were very surprised we
won. The only thing, we did have
some semblance of defense."
LOBO Editor-in-Chief Orlando
Medina, whose sole basket was
nullified by a three-second
violation, challenged Wilson and
his recent appointees to a rematch. Wilson agreed.

1969
Prices
All Day
and
All Night

282.1 Central SE

••••••••
Today at

.2.68·3361

Okie's!

Central at Girard

Carol Moreland hit once more
for UNM but th!l basket. was
nullified by a traveling violatioiJ,
Teri McAdam could have iced it
for the Cougars, but missed the
front end of a one and one. UNM
rebounded and Janie Cotner
missed one at the buzzer to send
it into overtime.
UNM fell behlnd ill the ov!lr·
time, but the Wolfpack pride was
there. BYU led 61-57 until a
layup by Moreland with 1:13 to
play and another beautiful move
to the basket by Born with 39
seconds left knotted it again at
61.
BYU then called a time-out and
the UNM band struck up the
Lobo fight song. "The crowd
really spurred us on," said Mar·
pe.
The Cougars were holding for

up and a jump ball called with 13
seconds remaining. UNM got the
tip and called time-out.
The Lobos worked the ball
around until Cotner again put up
a shot that missed, but this time
Moreland. grabbed the rebound
and held it. "I was just holding it
and saying 'Come on, someone
get open.' " she said.
She looked for someone to pass
to ;md spotted Gonzales at the
free throw line. The Questa,
N .M., senior got the ball and shot
it with no hesitation.
As the ball floated through the
cords, the fiery Gonzales jumped
high in the air, her clenched fist
raised over her head.
Kathy Marpc gave the same
salute on the sidelines.
The dream was over.

AFTER GRADUATION ...

*****
AN ALTERNATIVE

*****

VISTA
PEACE CORPS
·REPRESEN;I.' A.'J;'IVER ON CAMPUS
.

z

a good shot until they were tied ~

MARCH 1-4

SIGN UP NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW
AND AN INTERVIEW PACKET
Career Service Center
Mesa Vista Hall, Rm 2130

School of Law, Rm 105
College of Nursing
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Sf!nalro~s n~tky I,owry holda .office hours. on
Tuca. !4nd 'l'hura. l0:30 to 4~30 In U!ll Sl'.IJ floll Of·

1"'"i

(icl,l,

Dr. Linda CorduU.

~

Mulllplo Imago rln~h Sominar. Lfulrni how to do
J~ nil tllltg~~ b,Y l'iQf. IJob f,IIWTil/lCO,'J'h~rn. at ~:(30
Jn ,Journalism 212, Spolla/Jred by NJ!f'l\. All arc
wch•omil,
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Policy for Up Sorvlco ..Notlcot nf!J thl) uny
buforc IHld the day of the ovont, space ''vnilnblf!,
Q)
Notices uro not «eeopt~d by phonQ, Orgl(nir.nUona
.~ muy pick up forms to muil ln to tho J,ono.
0 Doudl!nu lor nvtlco~ I~ 4:30 p.m. th11 dr~y bofor£1
,.Q publkulfon, 'J'ho J,ono .resorvoR the right to edit··
0 noUtQs nllll dolotc Ll1o$o conaldored lnapproprlnio
...:l for !Ills column.
..Q

»
......
......

do mil siii[{·Pli1Y·Ii6ton·ffnd out about tho pnrty
~ UNM Ji'olksong Club mao.ts this 111HI cvory Th11;.
l==l .~dny, rm 260·A ,D. SUD, 7:30·lp p.m.
·
0

C)

·;;;~
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~
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',!'bo Folksong club moots 'I'hursdny, 7 tp 9 p.m.,
rm 260·A, II, SU!J unyonc Is we leoma to como and
sing,Jisl!'n or fJlay (any Jn$trument),
w,,d, l•'tJh. til. 1 p.m. Is tht• d!!ndiJne l11r tho
ASUNM I<'l('stn Comrn. JTil!mborshlp IIPfJI!ciiHcms.
'l'urn iicnL rnt2~2, 2nd floor, SUD
fic•gulnr n11•rtlng, tiNM SpurJ;, rm to bo posted,'
ln Sllll. NOTT·;: 11~w tlml' nJHl dny- Wodne~dny,
l•'c•b. 11!, 7:30p.m.

~

P-t

Comn todny to Wc•dnt•sdny Chnpol with nolnn<l
MeGn•gor, 12:30 1 p.m.nt thc• Mumnl Chnpcl,lmt·
woen AnlhropololrY nnd Scholc•s Hnl!.
Ut•glnnin!( SIJIInrc• dnncr k•ssons, t>VIlry 'fhur·
scltlY 7 'J p.m., rm 176, .Johnson Gym. No purtncrs
m•ec•ssnr,v, comu~tnt! givt< it 11 try,
'
Gay nwn's mc•etlng every Wednosdny, 8 p.m ..
rm 10Gfi Mcsn Vistn Hnll.
ASUNM Vicc·Prosidcnt llnrnou 'J'obins' office
hours art•: MWI<' l:::l0·4 p.rn.nnd 'l'·'fh 2·4 p.m. in
SUIJ Um. 242. 27Hl628.
Senator Dcnnvldt•Z oHit•e hollc's ;lre Tue. 8t
'l'llltr. 1 to 3 p.m.

CLASSIFIED ·
ADVERTISING

'rho UNM Folksonl)' Club mcctn Thl·.ra. 7t30 to
10 fl•lll• In SUD.Hm, 250·11. All weJcomei'

Ski' Club Membor!!-Wio.tor Camivnl Ac•
como!l11Uons Mltr.ch 5 8, 6 nt T~rrace Towcr1.
Lodge. Meetlu.llls ~arch 4.
Student H~nlth Cpot!lr J\dvi~ory BoMd will
hold 11 meeting on Wed, ntl2:80p.m,ln Hm. 220M
the Stude11t Health Cent!lr to discus$ ·problems
with SLt;dont Insurance. St1Ulcnts with complaints
arc IJrgQd t~.ntL!llld•

Rates: I 5 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run rive or more
consecutive da)'H with no changes, nine cen·
te per word per day (no ~elunds ii cancelled
before live Insertional. Classified ad·
vertlsements must be· paid In advance,

Marron llall room 131 or by mall to:
Claaslliccl Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuqucrque,N.M. 87131

1. PERSONALS

.

Piii~;aNA"i~-T~ANo NJ4~ED liELI•'tY~u-h~;~~ rri~n~

~~'Y'~f.~tro a}.~~r;~~!~!· ~·SZ:~!!l:~.~~,~,.~"-~
NEED A REST from Mom's cooking'/ Foot long
~~!:_~_?!:s_3!Je,_ll~"~k~~-~ ~~2!.~-·_ _ ,,_,~.
FREE SPAYED !,ICENSED Dog (small terrier

inlx), Very protective. 3524 Alvarado Dr.
NE. 2118
MAJ,g, 21, wants Co ~r~t"J\;gro,femnl!• ~h~is j;.
teres ted in art, classical II nd folk music~ scienc<',
farming, literature. Prt'fer rcllnble, noncompetitive pt'rson, kind to pcopll' and nnimals,
non·Smokcr, A.M., 11400 Cocl!iti SE C9,

~~~"~Ul'f~UC B?~~~· . 2~!:l-~--o--·~··--~~---·

S'rUDENTS SELl' A WA UENESS Group.
Troubled hy alcohol abuse? Come to 11 discussion,
Room 230 SUB, Wedncsd~y. f'eb, 18, 8:00
p.m. 2/18
HELP WAN._..T-.E-0-:~Full o;"J,;rt_ U.;e, Above
nvcrnge income. Bunny's Escorts. 266.7656, 3/9

2. LOST & FOUND
FOUND~

Tul'sdny morning 2110 nceklacc nt bus
stop in front of free parking lot. Gall 299.6185
evening!; O!!s~~bl'. 2/18
·-·=·-~
LOST: LADIES G(>LD Elgin wristwatch.
Reward, 277·5514, 242·4243. 2/18
LOST: WOVEN BEI,T lred·tan·grecnl Reward,
898-0287. 2/23
•

3. SERVICES
NEED SOMETHlNG TYPED? Call Lynn 266·
0760. 2/20
PROf'ES-::-S~l~O=-N-.~:\~L~'I'~Y~P:-::I~s=T-.--:IBM Selectric,
Gunrnnteed accuracy with rensonnblc tl\tcs. 298·
7147. 2/20
F'AMOUS
QUIVIRA
BOOKSJ!OP
nnd
'Photography Gnllery is 112 block from Johnson
Gym on Cornell. Spedal_ordcr scrvic~ •. ttn
J>ASSPOR'r, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices In towll! Fast, pleasing. Ncar UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
YOUR PASSJ>OltT EXPIRES every five years.
Check it now, Low prices on passport renewal
photos. Call 265·2444, or come to 1717 Girard
NE. 2/23
EXPEntENCED TYPIST. Accuracy guarant~ed.
Call268·1285. 2/20
~~-~

4.

'I

FORRENT

SLFJEPlNG ROOM·kitchen privileges everything
Curnished. 3 blocks to UNM (Female onlyl Call
242·4489, 2/23
VAHSJTY HOUSE!, 141 Columbia SE. beluxe 1
bedroom furnished apartment. Twin or double.
$165 includes utilities. 268·0525. 2/24
·

/\ppllcPtionli do for the Pella Delta lJciLII
SchoJnrshifl ror fall scme$ler aru 11 vnilnblc nt the
Sf,udents Activities Center in tho SUB. Blls!ld on·
JJeed and ncademics, any 1,mclergrad woman mny
apply, all IIPI'lic:lltlons must be returned to.
Student Actfvii.IQs by Mnrch 10,1976.
Project Consejo T!ltoring Scrvic~ lfree) . for
·lltl!dcnts with aca~emic riroblems, Contact Project
Constlj() :!t Chicuno StpdiQ~. 1815 Roma Nfl, 277·
2530. Prospective tutors m~Y apply wit~ a copy pf
their transcript~.
Effecti.vc Feb. 9, 1976, handball court rcscr·
vutions will be taken at the JG F.quiptmcnt Room
~ltartlng at 7;45 a.m •.

Sunntor Hick I,oper. sends out a special In· .
New Swimming Hours for recrf!QLiolial swim·
vltntlon to sl,udcnts to attend the 1\SUNM Senate
ming at JG Pool: Mon-Fri--7 a.m. tl) 3 p.m. and
Me('tingtonigM nt 7:30p.m .• SUD Um. 129.
6:30p.m. to 9:15p.m. Sltt·Sun··1 p.m. to 5p.m.
l'hilo.~cc,1hy Club open diseu,ssion Friday, I~cb. 20
lntramural Skilnog hits been postponed until
~~~ 3:30 p.m. (Ill olltism in cducnllon. Piscusaion
more a now comes. Phlitso watch the IM Bulletin
will start with ti1e article by George~'. W11!, "Dis
D•Pards ln JG for iutller <led nils.
for D<>!lo'' (Nowswc~k. Feb. 9, l97(i, p. 84). Coffol'
served at, 3 p.m. in Philosophy l)opt. Lounge,
HUM 635, All11ro lnvltccL
ASUNM Student Tenchcr Evaiunti~n Comm.
holds offh:u hours 1 to 5 p.n.c., Monday LhrOLJgh
The Student Council fc1r E"ccptionnl Children
Friday for the remainder of tho semostur, rm 242,
will meet Thursday night nt 7:30p.m. In SUB ,Rrn.
SUB. "
250/lC.
UNM Dcmocrnts meet Wednesday, Fub. 18, 7
Greeks, Honor<1ries, profpssionnl societi<•s nnd
p.m., rm 231·0. sun.
nny interested students Student Te11cher
Evnluntlon .needs help in evaluating the classes at
Cnmpus Gold, an organizntion for .men and
UNM, 'rhis is nn opportunity to really help the en·
womenlntorc$ted in Scouting, mcots Wednesday,
tire campus and provide a $CrVicc to our ~onl·
7:30 r.m., Hokonn Lobby, furUtOr info call, Suo
munity. 'Contact Stu, Teach. Ev. Mon-7ri, 1·5
Johnson, 277·2494,
p.m., rm 242; SUD. ·
'l'hc Students Vets Assoc. gcnt•rnl. meeting,
Wednesday, F'eh. 18, 6 p.m., in the Child Care
Coop, M!!Sn Vista North, nenr the Vets office.
Lccturcdiscussion on "Archival ReSe!trch,"
sponsored by the History Club, Wcdrwsday, Feb.
18, 12:30·1:30 p.m., Jlistory Dept. Lounge, Mesa
Vista Unll. In!cr!'stcd persons invited to ;1ttcnd.

5.

FORSALE

2o usioc-;rv·~~$3o.$60. 441 Wyoming N.E., 255·
5987. 3/1
'-·~·,.--------~

.

•'

Anthropology CIIJb mll11ts Wcdnusrlny, Feb. 18,
7:30p.m., Anth.r!l170 llcct~ro hall), fnfo and ~!ides
on UNM Slimmer .nr.chneol~>gical field school with

LEVrs:..BLUg JEAN big bells alwnys at The
Lobo Meo's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·6954, Lfn
DELTA MARK lOll Capacitive discharge clec;
tronic ignition $39.95. 268·5490 Electronic lgnition
Sales. 2/19
1961 f'ALCON, good running $250, 242·7232, 243·
6464. 2/18
'
1963 AUS'riN·III~AI,Y, good condition, $13!10,
266·3551. 2/18
1"\JTtNlTURE,--~~----------~-ANTIQUES. Buy nnd s~ll,
illlythlng goes, l/fD ncross !rom Gnlles
Cadillac. 2/20
KRISHNA INDIA IMPORT. Gnuze clothlngs,
fabrics, glft spices, student's rate till Feb. 29, 2920
Central SE, 266·8353. 2/20
=~~·-~-:-:--:-:-
lllMD S'l'ANDAHD SKilS, 185cm, No bindings.
$21!. 242·8669. 2/20
-~ ~~·~_,__,_ ~ --""""-'------IO·SJ>EED 'l'AKARA Model 731: used 3 Weeks;
excellent condition-New: $136-Now: $100. 266·
8277. 2/20
STI<mEOS·has just bought out Stereo Dept in
Phoenix, Arizona. Consoles, components,etc, 40 to
50 )1<'1' cent off on nil stock, 256·3506, 2/23
-~-···~·-·-··---=-~-. -=WATim BED w/cuslom handmade frame $86 or
bcsl o!Cer, Ca1126{Hiol96, 2/23
FOR SALE 68 Buick Electra, black interior, gray
w/black vinyl lop, best offer above $200. 3442563. 2/23
SINGER MACltiNE. l,cft in layaway. Not
clnimecl. Equipp~>d lo bullon·hohi, zig·zag,elc. Pay
$26.00 and take machino. 3106 Central NE, 262·
0637, 2/23
TWO l'IONEER 88 speakers 5200, 19" RCA B/W
portable TV $50, QS500 Sansui Quud amp syn·
thcsizet·decoder $200, all excellent, .345·1248 after
8 p.m. 2!23
•
1973 TS·250 SUZUKI, street, dirt, low miles, $500,
293·6932.
2/23
___._____________
FOn SAr.E 61 JEEP slationWaglln, blue 8t while,
new tires, best offer above $650. Call 344·
2563. 2/23
COLOH TV. Brand name, big screen. Assume
payments or $UJO per month. 3105 Central NE,
262·0637. 2/23
·~~---~----~---NOW OPEN: Village Green Records, 2227 Lead
SE 1:00·6:00 p.m. Lead G Yale. Specialize in 60's
rock. 2/24

--·-·---·.

----
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The ATM llusl~ess Club will be providing
Ji'llEE Income Tax assislnll~c for ONM :;tu!lents;·
Feb. 4 through Ap~il 13. Pho11e for.apppintmcnt,
277·.5020, 1811:1 noma sg, !Chicano Studies)
Application forms for the N.M. State Summer
Intern Program are a vailabl!l at the Career Ser·
vices Center, 2nd floor, Mesa Vl&ta·Sputh,
Dendline is AprJI1.
•.
Fror, pat~olled, bi)(Q parking Jot behind Car)i~lc

Gym, Lot i~ guardecl 8 a.m. tQ 5 p,rp. Mouda:rs
~

lhroiJI:"h Fridays,

Attention grad ~tucl9ntsl D~adline fpr research
pro,!JPsnls to .the Student- R11scareh Alloca,tions
CoJllm, for spring 76 is 3 p.m. Feb. 26. Jnfq contact
GSA,rm lQ6,Sl,JB. .
.

. Women's· Cen~er,l824 Las Lomas NE, will be
• open evenings from 5·7 p.m., Mon. thru Thur.
The GSA offices will be open for the Spring
semester on M<ln.·Thurs., 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
will be closed 'on Fridays. Dill Tryon, GSA
presidllnt, willlllleP offi.cc hours Mon.•Thurs.,!! to
10 a.m., and by appointment.
·
·
Want some changes done on campus or have any
Senator Rick Lopez is willing to work with
you or listen. He needs your sJJggiJstlons or ad·
vice, Office hours: MWF 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.: 1'Th'
12:•15 to 1:45 p.m .. rri1 24!1 SUJ3, 277·5605. Feel
ir.cc to stop by.
·
grip~s?

Wednesd~y

Symphony of !Jifo presents 11 12 week clas5 .in
basic techniques, 11rinciplcs and methods of
Meclilation, ·every Wednesday beginning. Jan. 20

uThe Married
Woman"
Godard

throJ,Jgh April 6. 5·6:a0 p.m., rm 144 Honors Ctr.
(HUS Bldg), Classes nrc open to new students
.throughcu,iJ the semester. Fur further info call898·
9120: Mon·Fri_lO;I.m.·3 p.m.

**·*

.. tt';c'J\Ic.J\
Free Daytime.

~

Activities

PRESENTS

~

........

~·::MARK

...........

**
**

~

OF THE
VAMPIRE"
Starring
: · Lionel Barrymore
i Bela Lugosi
5 Wed., Feb. 18th
hOam, 12noon & 2pm

**
...................................... *
**
*
Supparl: Laba *
~n~. ·*
.
*
*
·Advertisers ·***A****~**
***"'
)\
J\ ,_. J\ ,,•. ,_
***··,-~·
,.lf- j.;. ; '
*
% *
~
PRESENTS .
% *
%'t *
g~
"KN.OCK OUT" ~J
*
*···*
*
.,pplicntions for Residence Hall Grad and Un·
dcrgrad positions are being accllpted until March
5. Further info con~aeL the Assoc. Deltn ot Stu~en·
ts Office, 2nd floor La Posada Hall.

Senator David Montague will hold orrice hours
on Tuesday and Thursday,ll a.m. to noon, rm 242
SUD·
.
'

~ SUB Theatre
~

.

(

Thursday
"Woman House"
An erotic, interracial
sexual fantasy
of two young women.

,.

Sponsored by
ASUNM
Student Activities

j\.J\

~

Free Daytiine Activities

February 16 through 20

)fo-

.

Friday
"Targets"
7 & 9 & 11
Tw.o interwoven stories: one based on
Charles Whitman's 13 death rampage from .
the University of Texas tower; the other
about an aging horror film star's' decision
to retire from movies. The young, bright,
blue·cyed, blond, all apple pic killer, after
offing his tnmily and assorted freeway lllo·
torists, ends up nt the same dr!ve•ln

appearance,

e

Ali, Frasier, Foreman and all the greats
in a blistering avalanche of knockout
punches ~nd boxing action.
and

wh~r'e

Orlock IKnrloffl is making his last personal

·

Directed by:
Peter Bogdanovich

Saturday
"Lacombe LuCien"
7 & 9:30

"GENE AUTREY no.5" ~
Showing in SUB Ballroom Lobby
lO:OOam through 3:00pm

» Sponsored by ASUNM & Student Activities·
*A

a
*

****It It It** It lt';t.'A J\.J\ **.

SUB Theatre
$1.00: 7 & 9pm

•

·-~·--·--~- ------'-"'-'"-"'--~~

6.

EMPLOYMENT

WOMAN Nf;;EDS tcHder care for one child, 7,
Friday or Saturday evening, occasional Weekday
evening $2 hr., 256·7998. 2/18.
·

or permnne~l:
Europe, Australia, S. Arneri<!.1, Afrita, etc. AU
fields, $500·$1200 monthly. EJtpenscs paid, sighL·
seeing. Free info.- Write: tntcrhfitional Job Ccn·
ter, Ocpt. Nil Bo~ 4490, Berkeley, CA 94104. 311
iisrDENCE
HALf, .. ADVfSOH
staff
needed-graduate and uhdcrgraduatc-Enrn
room nnd board, monthly cash stipend-also
tuition waiver for selected Grllduate Assistants.
Contact Associate Dcnn or Students. 217·2935 or
277 ·5208. 2!20
WORK PART'I'tME NOW, fulltimc in summer,
$400 nronthfy. Calf 255-6il09, 4:00 till 5:00 p.m.
only. 2/18
HEI,P WANTED. Full or part time. Ab~v;
~vcragc income. Bunny's Escorts. 266·7656, 3/9

OVBllSEAS- Ji:>nii-tempqrary

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WE HAVE fine old furniture and collectibles. "Old
Business"
Nob !till Center,
266·8414.
.
.
.

•

